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Abstract

The Atmospheric Trace Molcculc  Spectroscopy
(ATMOS) project was initiated more than tcn years
ago, as an investigation of the dctaikd chemical
composition of tic middle atmosphere, The
required compositional data is obtained through the
usc of a Fourier transform spectrometer designed to
obtain high resolution infrared spectra of the sun
during orbital sunrise and sunset on board the Space
ShuMc. The instrument has been flown on three
Shuttle missions to date: on Spacclab  3 from April
29 to May 7, 1985, on ATLAS-1 from March 24
to April 2, 1992, and on ATLAS-2 from April 8 to
April 16, 1993. The tcchniquc employed provides
the capability to simultaneously measure some
thirty atmospheric constituents, including many of
the trace species involved in the photochcmical
proccsscs  which control Watosphcric  ozone lCVCIS.
The instrument will kc dcscribcd  together wilh the
scicn[ific  contributions of the ATMOS
mcasurcmcnts  from these three Shuttle flights.

1. Introduction

For more than a dccadc, atmospheric scicntisLs  have
been conccmcd  with the following questions: what
is the current state of the Earth’s stratosphere, what
arc the proccsscs  involved in establishing this state,
and how is it changing? These concerns were
brought about originally by the assumed threat to
the biosphere as a result of both the depletion of
stratospheric ozone caused by anthropogcnic
emissions of chloroftuorocarbons  and the potential
for global warming caused by a number of other
gases, It has bccomc clear that these arc trul y
“global” problems requiring a global approach, and
that studying onc particular isolated region can bc
misleading, For example, extensive studies at
midlatihrdcs  failed to predict the rcccnll  y observed
seasonal depletion of ozone in the polar regions and
the importance of the role that hctcrogcncous
chcmislry  is capable of playing in the stratosphere.

The availability of high quality nlcasurcmcnLs  with
which to diagnose the dynamical and photochcmical
proccsscs  which arc occurring in the stratosphere
has proved to be of critical importance; the
information acquired in these studies can lead in
turn to improved atmospheric models for more

accurate prognoses of future atmospheric evolution.
The aim of the Atmospheric Trace Molcculc
Spcclroscopy cxpcrimcnt  is to provide
simultaneous mcasurcmcnts  of more than thirty
different atmospheric constituents, under a range of
atmospheric conditions and seasons, which can bc
used to further rctinc the atmospheric models and
improve our understanding of current and future
stratospheric conditions.

Over the past twenty-five years at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, a series of Fourier
transform spcztromctcrs  have been built and
deployed on aircraft and balloons to study the
chemical composition of the troposphere and
stratosphere, These have been employed primarily
in a solar absorption mode; they have been used to
rncasurc high resolution infrared solar spectra which
contain the absorption signatures of many of the
spccics of interest in stratospheric chemistry, An
outgrowth of these cfforLs was the ATMOS
instrument, designed specifically to fly on the
Space Shuttle using the Spacclab  support systems.
On a single mission from low earth orbit, ATMOS
can make mcasurcmcnts  over broad ranges in
latitude, longitude, and altitude, providing global
information on the composition of the middle
atmosphere.

The ATMOS instrument was built by Honeywell
Elcctro-Op(ics  under contract to NASA and the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (Farmer, 1987; Farmer ct
al., 1987) using existing 1970s technology; it has
been included in the payloads of three Spacclab
missions to date. The design philosophy and
experiment rationale will be discussed first, and
then some of the highlighK and scientific results
will bc discussed in the context of these first three
ATMOS flights.

2. Instrument

The ATMOS instrument can bc considered as a
Conncs-type Michelson intcrfcromctcr  built around
five major subsystems. It was complctcd in the
car] y 1980s with “off-the-shelf” hardware
conforming to the rather generous weight and power
limitations imposed by flying on the Space
Shutllc.  Twelve years later, both cxpcricncc and
technological advances have suggested that
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Table 1- bandpasscs  of ATMOS optical filters.

Whcd Spacclab 3 Typical ATLAS-1 Typical ATLAS-2 Typical
Position (cm-]) SNR (cm-]) SNR (cm-l) SNR

1 600- 1180 300 Same Same
2 1100- 2000 150 same same
3 1550- 3350 100 same same
4 3150- 4800 80 sarnc same
5 D o u b l e  notch~ 200 600- 2450 150 Same
6 600- 3500 v. poor 600- 2000 180 1800- 2500 200
7 (not used) 3900-4150 150 600- 1400 250

f 600-800 and 1800-2500 cm-]

numerous improvements could bc made, but in
most instances these would bc unwarranted as the
instrument continues to meet the needs of the
ATMOS scicncc  team and the community as a
whole. It should also bc noted that it has been
operated with great succcss  to beyond the design life
of the subsystems. The minor refurbishments
permitted in the time available bctwccn successive
flights of the instrument have been sufficient to
maintain successful operations.

Solar acquisition and tracking during mcasurcmcnt
scqucnccs  with the ATMOS FTJR is accomplishti
with a two-axis servo-controlled suntrackcr, which
provides active Sun tracking through 2n stcradians
with a pointing stability of 0.06 mrad and an
accuracy of 0.4 mrad. Sun detection is provided by
a silicon array with an acceptance cone angle of 20
dcgrccs.  This systcm rclicvcs  the shuttle, a far
from perfect platform for precision pointing, of any
fine pointing rcquircmcnts. The rcflcctcd  beam
from the suntrackcr  passes through a ZnSc window
onto the instrument forcoptics  tclcscopc consisting
of two confccal off-axis paraboloids. A sclcctablc
field-stop is located at the common focus of these
mirrors. For SL-3, these field-stops consisted of
1.0,2.0, and 4.0 mrad inswumcnt  field-of-views,
but they were changed to 1, 1.4,2.0, and 2.8 mrad
for the subsequent ATLAS flights. For rcfcrcncc,
when the Sun-orbilcr  tangent point above the limb
is 2000 km from the orbiter, the 1 mrad instrument
FOV corresponds 10 a circular area 2 km in
diameter. The instrumcrrl  FOV is sclcclcd to
optimize signal-to-noise ratios without
compromising the spectral resolution (through
obliquity effects) or the desired vertical resolution of
the rctricvcd profile, as WCII as to minimize
nonlinearity cffWLs  duc to detector saturation
(Abrams et al., 1993)

The collimated beam from the tclcscopc  passes into
the intcrfcromctcr,  where cat’s-cyc reflectors arc used
in place of the plane mirrors of a classic Michelson

intcrfcromctcr.  These allow the beam to bc doublc-
passcd through each arm for maximum optical path
diffcrcncc  and alignment stability. Solid KBr
crystals arc used for both bcamspl  iucr and
compensator. Both mirrors arc moved by a scan-
scrvo mechanism consisting of voice-coil linear
motors. Knowledge of the optical path position
during a scan is cstablishti  using rcfcrcncc  fringes
crcatcd by a HCNC laser whose beam traverses the
intcrfcromctcr  parallel to the infrared beam. The
HCNC rcfcrcncc fringes provide the mcasurcrncnt of
the optical path diffcrcncc  (OPD) bctwccn  the two
arms of the intcrfcromctcr. The HCNC laser is
frequency stabilized to a Zccman split single-mode
component at 0.633 ~m wavclcnglh.  The
maximum OPD off 50 cm, corresponding to an
unapodizti  spectral resolution of O.O1 cm-l, is
achicvcd by moving both cat’s-eyes in opposite
directions over a distance of *I3 cm, at a
mczhanical rate of 6.25 cm/scc  corresponding 10 an
OPD change rate of 50 cm/scc.  The signal from
the intcrfcromctcr  is dircctcd through onc of eight
optical filters and a ZnSc lens onto a HgCdTc
detector, which is cooled to 75 K by a split-cycle
Stirling mechanical cooler.

The high speed scan-servo syslcm was dictated by a
fundamental challcngc  10 the instrument design: at
typical shuttle orbital altitudes and inclinations, the
sun’s rays traverse tangent heights bctwccn the
surface and 150 km in 1.5 to 2.0 minutes.
Conscxprcntly, to obtain a high-rcsohrtion  spectrum
every half-scale height of4 km required a
mcasurcmcnt  approximately every two seconds.
This lcd to a rcquircmcnt  for very high data
sampling rates, At the time of design, a flight
qualified 1 MHz, 12-bit analog-to-digital convcrtcr
was just becoming available, and this provided the
crucial component of the ATMOS detector signal
chain for facilitating a million point sampling of a
double-sided intcrfcrogram  every two seconds. To
obtain an adequate digitization of the full dynamic
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range of the intcrferomctric  signal, two of these
ADC’S were incorporated into the signal chain with
separate amplification of the signal lCVCL Further
signal-to-noise ratio and data rate considerations
required that the spectral response of the instrument
bc limited by optical filters with bandpasscs in the
2 to 16pm wavelength range. The ATMOS
optical filters used during the SL-3, ATLAS-1, and
ATLAS-2 missions arc shown in Table 1,
Changes were made between missions to optimize
the spcxics mcasurcmcnt  capability and the signal-
to-noise ratio of the observed spectra. This is onc
example of the benefit of Shuttle-based over frcc-
ftying  instruments; experience gained during the
initial flights can bc used in subsequent flights to
improve instrument Wrformancc  and to establish
prc- and posl-mission  calibration procedures to
maintain the fidelity of Lhc results.

3. SPACELAB 3 Results

The first ATMOS shuttle mission was as part of
the Spacclab 3 payload ftown on the Space Shutllc
“Challenger”, which was launched on April 29th,
1985 (Farmer, 1987; Farmer ct al., 1987), A
pressure leak in lhc rcfcrcncc  laser housing limited
operations of the instrument to a 24 hour period
bctwccn  April 30ti, and May lst, after which the
rcfcrcncc laser could not bc restarted. Data were
obtained through 13 complctc  atmospheric sunset
observations ccntcrcd  around 30’N latitude and six
complctc  sunrise CVCIILS  were obtained around 47°S.
During these observations and a number of sun-
only viewing periods, a total  =1000 atmospheric
spcclra and a similar number of sun-only spectra
were rccordcd.

Before analysis, the atmospheric spectra were
ratiocd against averages of the sun-only spectra to
remove spectral features duc to the solar atrnosphcrc
as WCII as those arising from residual water vapor
and C02 inside the intcrfcromctcr  (Norton and
Rinsland,  1991). Refcrencc  spectral atlases (Farmer
and Norton, 1989a,b) have been published of both
the sun-only spectra and the atmospheric
transmission spectra recorded during the mission.
Retrievals of atmospheric geophysical paramclcrs
were made using these transmission spectra.

From an orbital altitude of 360 km on SL-3,
successive spectra in an occultation were separated
in tangent altitude by slightly more than 4 km
above 35 km, Below this height, refraction and
ccnlcr-of-brightness cffecls on the solar disk lead to
a gradual reduction down to 1,5 km in spacing of
the observations. The vertical resolution in the
rctricvcd protilcs  of geophysical quantities from
these spectra is also limited by the projection of the
instrument FOV onto the atmosphere at the tangent

point, as mentioned above.

As a first step to analysis, pressure-tcmpcraturc
information was retrieved (Rinsland  CL al., 1987;
Rinsland  ct al., 1992) using spectral features of the
gases N2 and C02 whose concentrations were WCII
known, The 1-O vibrational band of the former,
with features around 2500 cm- ], provided a reliable
means of assigning pressure for spectra between 15
and 35 km tangent hcigh(s,  while a range of C02
features provided an extension of these pressure
determinations to heights up to 80 km. High-J
lines of the C02 V3 band at 4.3 ~m were used to
infer tcmpcraturc.  Oulsidc the 10 to 80 km altitude
range, recourse was made to climatological  data.
Over the altitudes of primary interest, the capability
of determining pressure-tcmpcraturc using the
minor gases simultaneously with that of abundance
of trace gases, provides an internal consistency in
the results.

Among the spectral features identified arising from
atmospheric constituents were those of a number of
gases for which this data set provided the first
detection in the middle atrnosphcrc.  Included in
these were three important reservoir species of the
NOX family (Russell ct al., 1988): C1ONO2
(Zandcr ct al., 1986; Zandcr ct al., 1990), N205
(Toon et al., 1986; Rinsland  ct al., 1989) and
HN04 (Rinsland ct al,, 1986). Together with
mcasurcmcnts  of HN03, N02, and NO, the
ATMOS S1.-3 data provided a complete inventory
of the NOX family. CION02 links the two
catalytic CYCICS of 03 dcstmction  involving NOX

and CIOx families. Although lCVCIS of C1O found
at mid-latitudes fall below those required for
detection in the infrared, ATMOS provided profiles
of the final sink atmospheric chlorine (Rapcr et al,,
1987; Zandcr  ct al., 1990), HCI, up to heights of
60 km. These mcasurcmcnts,  together with the
ATMOS measurements of other chlorine-containing
gases including all of the most abundant halogen
source gases (Zandcr CL al., 1987; Zandcr  et al.,
1992.), have provided an estimate of the chlorine
loading of the atmosphere for 1985. lndced, it has
&cn possible from this data to demonstrate that
mcasurcmcnts  of HCI and HF at 60 km can bc used
to trace the incrcascs  in lotal -Cl and -F. A
summary of the protilcs  of the main spccics derived
from SL-3 is inchrded in Figure 1. In addition to
these species, the quality of the spczlra  returned
permitted the retrieval of the profiles of a large
number of isotopes of the minor gases (Gunson et
al,, 1990; Rinsland et al., 1991) which promise to
provide a sensitive means of tcs[ing  the importance
and the rate of atmospheric proccsscs through the
resulting fractionation dctectcd  in certain
isotoporncrs.  The overall set of data has now bum
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used to evaluate the ability of current
phokxhcmical  models of the stratosphere to
rcproducc  the observed lCVCIS of kcy gases such as
03, as WC]] as simpler assumptions such as the
steady-state relationships bctwccn various spccics
(McElroy and Salawitch,  1989; Nrrratajan  and
Callis, 1989; Allen and Dclitsky, 1990 and 1991;
Pyle and Tuomi, 1990).

4. A’I’I.AS-l Results

Bctwccn  March 24ti and April 2nd, 1992, ATMOS
ftcw as part of the ATLAS-1 payload on the Space
Shutllc  “Atlantis”. The payload also included a
number of other atmospheric remote sensing
cxpcrimcnts and solar mcasurcmcnt  instruments
providing a comprchcnsivc  set of mcasurcmcnts  for
the study of global change. The shuttle was
launched at 13:01  GMT into a 57’ inclination orbit,
and during the flight, ATMOS was successfully
operated through some 94 occultation events
(Figure 2) covering latitudes from 30”N to 55”S.
From the orbital altitude of 300 km, the vertical
separation of successive spectra within these
observation cvcn~ was rcduccd to 3 km as
compared to SL-3.

The residual stratospheric aerosol crcatcd by the Mt.
Pinatubo  volcano eruption of July, 1991, caused a
diminution of the peak infrared signal dctcctcd  with
all optical filters at tangent heights bctwccn 20 and
28 km during the ATLAS-1 ftight. The ICVCI of
allcnuation varied greatly between observations
with the lowest aerosol ICVCIS seen bclwccn 20 and
30”S. The optical thickness of this cloud was
sufficient at shorter wavelengths to cause the
instrument suntracking systcm,  based on a
quadrature of photo diodes with rcs~nscs  in the
visible, to IOSC  lock on the solar disk through these
altitudes, Spectra for these heights show broad
spectral features which were not present in the SL-3
spectra, coinciding with extinction caused by
}12S04/1120  droplets (Rinsland ct al., 1993a).

Analysis of the ATMOS observations rcvcalcd clear
cvidcncc  of an cnhanccmcnt in stratospheric HNOq
beyond those measured in a similar sc&onal pcrid
by the LIMS instrument on the Nimbus-7 satellite.
Prior to the ATMOS mcasurcmcnts,  increases in
HN03 had been seen and explained as evidcncc of
the hctcrogcncous  reaction

N205@  + H20(acrosol)  -> 2HN03(g)

Uniquely, ATMOS was also able to measure N205
simultaneously with HN03. In model
comparisons, it was evident that observed N205
profile rcprcscntcd a dccrca.sc  that could bc explained

by inclusion in the model of this reaction (Msland
ct al., 1993b).  This is an example of the type of
process study to which the ATMOS mcasurcmcnLs
arc WCII suited, where simultaneous mcasurcmcnt  of
a number of spccics  can be used to diagnose the
magnitude of proposed reaction pathways. Similar
studies arc underway with the ATMOS
mcasurcmcnts  to examine the effects of this aerosol
in promoting other hctcrogcncous  reactions.

As the ATLAS-1 mission followed some seven
years after the first flight of the instrument,
significant trends in certain gases were cxpcctcd
from anthropogcnic  sources. Earlier studies with
the ATMOS Spacclab  3 data dcrnonstratcd  that
above 50 km, most of the chlorine rclcascd  at the
surface bound up in halocarbons,  is convcrtcd  into
its sink form, HC1, Thus, the measured
concentration of HCI at these altitudes can bc used
as a surrogate for the total chlorine loading of the
stratosphere, Confirmation that the source of this
incrcasc is a result of the continued rclcasc  of man-
made. halocarbons  can bc found in the measured
incrcascs  in HF at the same altitudes. With no
known significant natural sources for fluorine in the
atrnosphcrc,  the measured incrcasc  in HF can only
be as a rcsuh of the photochcrnical  breakdown of
man-made halocarbons,

An important aspect  of the ATLAS-1 mission was
its timeliness in furnishing correlative
mcasurcmcnts  with the Upper Atmospheric
Research Satellite suite of instruments (Rcbcr,
1993). In particular, ATMOS has directly
comparable mcasurcmcnts  to those of the Halogen
Occultation Experiment (HALOE)  instrument
which also operates in the solar occultation mode,
Using a 3,5 hour and 2000 km observation
matching criteria, there were more than 30
corrclalivc  opportunities with HALOE, and using a
3.5 hour and 500 km criteria, there were more than
20 correlative opportunities with the CLAES
(Cryogenic Limb Array Etalon Spcctromctcr)  and
MLS (Microwave Limb Sounder) limb-viewing
UARS cxpcrimcnts.  The objcctivc  will be for the
comparison of the various coincident observations,
to maxirnim the confidence and accuracy in the
longer-term global data sets provided by the UARS
instruments.

5. AII.AS-2  Preliminary Results

A night launch of the Space Shuttle Discovery on
April 8, 1993, gave ATMOS on its third flight an
opportunity to obtain mcasurcmcnts  at orbital
sunrise at high northern latitudes (bctwccn 60” to
68”N). Although the date of the launch was delayed
beyond the critical period when cold tcmpcraturcs  in
the lower stratosphere result in the formation of
polar stratospheric clouds and the formation of



aclivc chlorine (i.e. C12 and then C1O), the polar
vorlcx was still  intact at launch time and was
positioned over northern Siberia, These formitous
circumstances allowed ATMOS to obtain profiles
of its suite of gases inside the residual polar vortex
as WCI1 as outside. Preliminary results indicalc  that
many of the signature conditions identified during
the AASE aircraft campaigns were still prevalent in
the vortex:

a) low values of the source gases N20, CFCS, CH4
etc. following dcsccnt of stratospheric air during the
earlier winter period

b) massive conversion of available inorganic
chlorine 10 C1ONO2

This data is currently being analyzed and
incorporated into models to test theories of the
photochcmical  formation of, and recovery from the
swatosphcric  polar winter conditions,

6. Future AIMOS Flights

ATMOS is schcdulcd  to fly on the ATLAS-3
shuttle mission in late October, 1994, A flight in
this seasonal period will provide ATMOS with an
opportunity m obtain mcasurcmcnts  at high
soutbcrn latitudes to complement those made in
1993. The fulurc of this project is uncertain.
While it remains a proven, high-quality, high-value
research tool in the prime of its scientific life, the
changing priorities for the US national space
program has left it currently with no manifested
payload opportunities.
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